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Legal consulting for Centurion Plus across Africa
Centurion Plus is all about a new breed of lawyer who wants
more career control and choice. You might want more
variety in your work to deepen your expertise and, with an
expanded skillset, gain a competitive edge. You might want
more control over your time, to be able to balance professional and personal ambitions. Whatever your individual
choices or needs, you demand the opportunity to set your
own course and maintain the trajectory of your career as
you move ahead.
Consulting is a solution if you are seeking a
self-directed legal career.
At Centurion Plus we have seen a growing number of
outstanding professionals looking for alternative ways to
practice the profession that they love, while balancing other
lifestyle elements, such as family, further studies, travel or
hobbies. We have created a platform that responds to this
evolution in the practice of law, by creating an environment
that connects professionals seeking a more flexible work
routine, with businesses that require counsel on an intermittent or project basis. Our on-demand lawyers and advisors
choose Centurion Plus because we provide a combination
of the stability and variety of an ambitious professional services firm, but with flexibility and deep client relationships. If
you want to be welcomed into a community of like-minded
professionals who earn a lucrative income while offering
their expertise to blue-chip clients, then apply to join our
platform.
Centurion Plus
This platform is an extension of Centurion Law Group which
grew out of the demand for specialized legal expertise
across the continent. Client often require project-based
lawyers who specialize in high-demand areas of expertise,
such as M&A, contract negotiation, litigation, energy deals
with specific reference to the oil and gas sector, compliance,
records management and large, complicated sector-specific
deals. While many companies typically employ in-house
counsel, they often need extra help during peak workload
periods and for projects requiring specialized expertise they
lack internally. This is where Centurion Plus is a suitable
alternative solution.
Our approach is to have the expertise that our clients
need, when and where they need it.
The Centurion Plus model is to introduce clients to an agile
and customized legal and advisory service offering which
brings together a team of lawyers for any deal on a project
basis.We work with our clients to understand their shortterm or project-based requirements, and then identify
professionals with the most appropriate knowledge and
experience to meet their needs.Centurion Plus allows its
clients to respond quickly and with agility to changes in legal
and advisory service requirements, allowing companies to
grow or shrink their team without lengthy recruitment and
expensive acquisition processes. Our team is supported by
an extensive database of know-how and training, backed up
by the expertise of Centurion Law Group.
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What does Centurion Plus offer on-demand lawyers?
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High-level work with top-tier clients
Optimal earning potential
Resources from a leading pan-African law firm
Support tailored-to-you
Like-minded peers
Access to training and events
Skills needed by on demand lawyers
Aside from a law degree and experience working as a
attorney, on-demand lawyers must have foundational knowledge in one or more specialized areas.
Your success as an independent contractor depends
not only on your education and experience, but also
on your interpersonal skills.
In order to have a thriving legal consulting career,
you need stellar communication skills and the ability
to adapt to new situations. You must also have
plenty of initiative, time management aptitude and a
can-do attitude.
What on-demand lawyers need to know
On-demand lawyers are not employed by Centurion
Law Group and work is on an assignment-basis only
Centurion Law Group will project manage the transaction or deal
On-demand lawyers must adhere to certain obligations e.g.
Data protection and IT security protocols
Confidentiality, Intellectual property and publicity
agreements
Agreed scope of work, rates and fees
Best practice standards
Quality control provisions
Compliance with anti-bribery and corruption laws as
well as any other applicable regulatory issues
Trouble shooting provisions
Centurion maintains the client relationship
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Who works with
centurion plus?
Africa focused businesses growing into new
territories or upscaling local offices
Centurion Plus offers the unique opportunity for
large companies that need to upscale quickly,
take on a new project or grow into a new territory to make use of our flexible lawyers and
advisors. Our clients also get the assurance that
Centurion Law Group is providing quality control
and the knowledge base of Africa’s leading law
group.
International Law Firms expanding in Africa or
taking on new projects
Centurion Plus offers global firms the skills, the
people and the experience to take on specific
projects in a full range of practice areas at unrivalled speed, and with complete confidence,
anywhere in Africa
Companies that need a legal team or advisor at
short notice and on location
Centurion Plus is where agility meets legal and
project excellence. In an ever-changing business
and legal environment our clients demand lawyers and advisors that work within their company
model, on a project basis. Upscaling or downscaling a project team at short notice is one of the
core-principals of the Centurion Plus model.
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Key

contacts
Keseena Chengadu

Executive Director, Centurion Law Group
keseena.chengadu@centurionlg.com

Mickael Vogel
Director of Strategy
mickael.vogel@centurionlawfirm.com

Leon van der Merve
Attorney & Co-Chair, Centurion Plus
leon.vdmerve@centurionlg.com

Centurion Plus
understands
that law firms
that focus on the
broader goals
of legal departments, rather
than just on cost
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